Schothorst Feed Research
Every day, more than 80 people from Lelystad work on developing and sharing knowledge about
nutrition for farm animals (cattle, poultry and pigs). SFR is the leading institute for research into optimal
animal nutrition, based on animal health, the environment and quality in addition to optimal production.
In our laboratory you will join a motivated team of 10 people where cooperation is of great importance.
Within SFR we attach great value to the team, we work hard but also make time for fun.

CHEMICAL ANALYST
Our laboratory makes an important contribution to the various research projects. Here,
among other things, raw materials, animal feed and animal products are analysed. This
is done for our own research or on behalf of third parties. Naturally, the research meets
all national and European requirements.
As a Chemical Analyst you are responsible for the correct execution of analyses. You
will also regularly take samples in the animal facilities at our location, and you will
collect information about the (physical) composition of the (raw) materials. All your
results are analyzed by our test center, after which this data is processed by our
researchers in the research. The results are conveyed to the customers by our
consultants, enabling them to improve their feeding strategies worldwide. You are
therefore an indispensable link in a large team!

MAIN WORK
You play an

Independently performing analyzes on animal feed, raw materials and samples
of a biological nature (manure, meat and eggs)
Taking samples in our animal facilities
Sample preprocessing
Reporting the results in Lims
Performing Weende analyses
Reviewing and processing analysis results and first-line control results in
StarLims (validation level 1)
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AS A CHEMICAL ANALYST YOU
ALWAYS CONTINUE TO WORK
ON THE INNOVATIONS WITHIN
OUR SECTOR

OUR OFFER

We offer a varied position in a motivated and close-knit team within an organization that is constantly on the move.
The current challenges within livestock farming make our sector a very stimulating work environment with a lot of
room for personal development.
Our working atmosphere is informal with plenty of room for own initiative. We offer employment conditions in line
with the market, such as salary, days off, an end-of-year bonus and pension. In addition, each employee receives a
sustainable employability budget. You can choose from a number of spending goals, including training, extra leave
or a partial payment.

JOB REQUIREMENTS

COMPETENCIES

Accurate, sober and driven

Team player

Affinity with farm animals

Accuracy

Minimum education MLO-4 analytical chemistry

Efficiency

Able to work independently and in a team

Involvement

Able to work well according to a schedule, but also be

Planning/Organizing

able to respond flexibly

Stress resistant

ARE YOU OUR NEW COLLEAGUE AT THE LAB?
For questions about the position, please contact Henk den Hartigh, Head of Laboratory.
+31 320 - 292143
Do you want to be considered for this challenging job and do you think you can meet the desired profile?
Then send your CV and letter of motivation to the HR department, attn. Ms Anouk van den Heuvel.
AvdHeuvel@schothorst.nl
0320-252 294

